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Giving the Peter Dormer Lecture is a privilege and an honour
but I have to say it feels like rising to the challenge of an Olympic
10-metre dive. So before I take the plunge I would like to thank
you all for coming, particularly the present and previous Rectors,
present and founding Directors of the Crafts Council, and
colleagues from overseas. This lecture is of course dedicated to
the memory of my very good friend and colleague Peter Dormer
– who worked with me at Crafts and carried on a continuous
conversation which I still miss – and the lecture honours makers
here tonight and round the world who have inspired my life.
I am not omitting the makers of writing and of exhibitions either,
but I must dive in.
Simply put, this lecture, with the title History in the Making, aims
to explore how history, the crafts and our selves interconnect
in the contemporary era.
So history, things and our selves – together:
– express and shape the experience of being human
– characterise social interaction
– offer critique of a world in flux
I realise the meta-narrative of this lecture is about freedom and
democracy asserted through craft practice, because we can do
this especially in a Western, still liberal, society like ours. Over
the past four decades, I have seen the crafts engage ever more
openly with a broadening tolerance of difference in our time,
not necessarily pictorialising the issues but embodying change.
As art historian Johanna Drucker wrote in Theorizing Modernism,
‘there is no “outside” to the political field of cultural activity’.
And it is this idea of ‘no outside’ which I want to unfold in
relation to craft practice in our era since the 1970s.
The crafts can be shown to have both a conserving and a
cutting edge, which explains the fascinating see-sawing between
rearguard and avantgarde in this period. Grayson Perry once
lampooned the crafts as being in a lagoon, beyond the pale of
significant culture – ‘outside’ – but my purpose over many years
has been to bring the crafts into the larger sea of contemporary
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creative practices on an equal footing. Funnily enough, Grayson’s
own more recent activities, as curator and practitioner, have
I think done much to demonstrate crafts’ powers. ‘The unknown
craftsman’ has been a potent term, used by Bernard Leach and
Soetsu Yanagi, by Grayson for his British Museum exhibition –
The Tomb of the Unknown Craftsman – and implied in the wonders
of the same museum’s Ice Age Art show. The spotlight on this
condition of practice connects to recent renewed interest in
‘outsider’ artists and even to the vernacular design world, where
paperclips, light bulbs and aluminium cans are archetypal, yet
overlooked in terms of authorship (as demonstrated by the Science
Museum’s exhibition last year, Hidden Heroes – the Genius of
Everyday Things). By definition, ‘unknown’ practitioners are met
with ambivalence by art world gatekeepers, so it is heartening
to note this shift of focus.
I want, too, to re-position other conceptions of ‘outsider’,
affirming that:
– nature is not outside culture
– other cultures are no less signficant than the Western canon
– women are not marginal to the capitalist, technological
working world
– the disadvantaged being – the disabled, the displaced –
are not outside the ‘norm’
Crafts constitute a potent territory of engagement in these
concerns, as you will see. There is, finally, the idea of history
as histoire (the story), of fiction and narrative as ‘outside’ the
‘realities’ of the everyday, when in fact the elision between the
real and the imaginary is a necessary condition of living and being.
Taken together, these re-positionings provide a different basis for
a conception of contemporary culture and crafts’ place within it.
In the past decade, the philosopher John Gray’s books – from
Straw Dogs: Thoughts on Humans and Other Animals in 2002
to this year’s The Silence of Animals: On Progress and Other
Modern Myths – have spurned the Enlightenment idea of history,
technology and science as progressive, in practical and social
terms, and he is pessimistic about human aspirations and
motives. I resist his view. A brief quiz will, I hope, underline
this and reveal the making of history, crafts and our selves in
symbiotic relation. The quiz is based on the BBC TV programme
Have I Got News For You, in which images without captions
are shown and one is the odd one out [overleaf ].
Well, a clue is that I am only related to one of them.
In response to John Gray, the Enlightenment represents a key
Humanistic Turn in society . It was an eighteenth-century moment
when the tussle between the irrational Godly and the rational
scientific, alongside the examination of the relationship between
nature and culture, was conflated with ethics, morality, aesthetics
and the senses, a Turn which still influences my engagement with
craft now.
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The philosopher Immanuel Kant managed to suffuse human
consciousness with his ideas during an 80-year life, from
1724–1804, without ever leaving the East Prussian city of his
birth, Königsberg. As fate would have it, my mother was born
and brought up in the same city, but had to leave aged 21 on the
last refugee ship as the Russians invaded in January 1945. The
photograph shown is one she carried with her then. The extreme
humanity inherent in Kant’s Enlightement and in the risk and
courage of creative individuals like my mother found an echo in
my first meetings in 1977 with Lucie Rie and with Bernard Leach.
Self-direction and determination seemed an impressive rationale
for how to live a life.

Picture Quiz 1

Lucie Rie was also a refugee. She came from Austria to England
in 1938 to establish her pottery in Albion Mews in a re-creation
of her Viennese Modernist apartment (here is the downstairs).
She was absolutely consistent in her impassioned focus on
making. ‘I just make pots’ she would say, her face lighting up.
This inspired me to look intensively at the work itself – not just
hers but all crafts – perceiving the evident ability of objects
to speak a language, to articulate a vocabulary and a grammar,
a poetry of making and meaning.
When I first met Bernard Leach in Cornwall in 1977 on my own,
an overwhelming experience, he invited me to look at his drawings
and etchings in the plan chest and I remember wishing I could
cunningly roll one up and take it away since he would not know,
for by then at the age of ninety he was blind. Leach has been
trounced for the inaccuracy and idealisation of his time in Japan
– the potter-biographer Edmund de Waal accused of patricide
no less – but I think what has sustained his significance for many
is his idea about how to live a life. You will see many exemplars
in this lecture of how this has been done in the crafts in the
contemporary era with differing facets but there are, I believe,
core values and ideals.
The particular aesthetic of his work may not resonate with
everyone, but Leach embodied thinking which I suggest we are
still engaging with today: his love of nature, his insistence on
beauty as a moral quality, his love of the East (a non-Western
otherness), his concern for belief; his sense that the ’unknown
craftsman’ should have a voice, his language of craft – the verbal
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and the visual as symbiotic; his insight into tacit knowledge,
a democratising of thinking through doing, which a Jungian
would characterise as a shared collective unconscious;
the very espousal of the vessel form as the archetype for
human expression.

Picture Quiz 2

My second, final quiz extends this democratising of craft
practices and concerns via what I could call the Egalitarian Turn.
The acknowledgement of women’s roles and of non-Western
cultures in creativity and society are its particular subject.
The image [top left] is from a current London show by a recent
collective who have been inspired by the Suffragettes, by 1970s
Women’s Lib and by the contemporary Femen and Pussy Riot
groups to make craft work which critiques the repressed status
of women in societies around the world, not least our own where
female enslavement appears to be on our doorstep. As skilled
makers the Sisters have produced for sale a host of items to
spread their message: hats, coats, scarves, glass hammers,
wrenches, chairs and tables, alongside debate in their studio
space, emphasising through craft the still relevant and potent
theme of the liberation of women.
Roszika Parker’s book, The Subversive Stitch, celebrated at the
V&A with a symposium this past weekend, was first published
in 1984 to continue the offensive against what she and Griselda
Pollock, fellow founder of the Women’s Art History Collective,
regarded as the biases of art history and the art world. The
problematic of embroidery in its social framing is emphasised
in the book and here is an example of Parker’s observations:
‘Embroidery combined the humility of needlework with rich
stitchery. It connoted opulence and obedience. It ensured that
women spent long hours at home, retired in private, yet it made
a public statement about the household’s position and economic
standing’. Contemporary craft practice has benefited from
the enfranchisement of ‘outside’ practices such as embroidery
being brought publicly within the art world fold, for example
by Tracey Emin.
Artefacts of women’s liberation are an exemplar of my theme
– history in the making – and Judy Chicago’s The Dinner Party
(1979) is the best known. The impact of this American artist’s
ceramic installation, made over five years with 129 collaborators,
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was immediate: a 12-metre ceramic triangle with 39 plate sets
and woven and embroidered place settings and 999 gold-lustre
names on porcelain floor tiles, asserting the history and
mythology of women, from Sappho to Eleanor of Aquitaine,
Mary Wollstonecraft to Virginia Woolf. Significantly, real and
fictional women are represented, history as herstory and history
as histoire. This conception of ‘faction’, fact and fiction, offered
a narrative dimension to everyday life which was to become
so widespread in visual culture – the Narrative Turn.
Finally, the odd one out. I viewed these False Breasts in the 1930s
collection of the anthropologist Gregory Bateson in the Museum
of Archeaology and Anthropology in Cambridge. As an aside,
the friend who helped me trying repeatedly to get a decent
photograph said, ‘I hope the museum hasn’t listed me for my
obsessive interest in false breasts’. The artefact is the odd one
out in this quiz because these false breasts are worn by young
men in the Iatmul tribe in Papau New Guinea as part of rituals
venerating the role of the mother. Material culture studies from
the 1980s onwards, with Arjun Appadurai, Alfred Gell, Daniel
Miller and Tim Ingold of enduring significance to me, have
shown how an idea of agency, the social rather than aesthetic
import of artefacts, has represented an influential addition to
the discourse on crafts. And Miller has led the way in showing
how ethnographic methods can reveal much about our
relationship to things and to each other in our homes here in
the UK, bringing the ‘exotic other’ into closer association with
our own experience. Many recent exhibitions in homes, involving
interventions by contemporary practitioners, have further
enhanced our conceptions of everyday life.

Alison Britton and
Carol McNicoll in Paris
during their Ceramics MA
at the Royal College of Art
1973

The 1980s in particular was an era in which function,
form, decoration, the domestic realm, production
and meaning all caolesced into hot debate via an
articulation of these more inclusive perspectives.
Significantly, women had begun to flourish in higher
education craft courses from the end of the 1960s
which bore fruit. Recently, the potter Alison Britton
told me that she was well aware Alison Wilding
was the only woman in Sculpture at the Royal College of Art at
the start of the 1970s while women dominated Ceramics. They
were also fortunate enough to have enduring funding support
and critical attention, not least from the British Council, Crafts
Council and from Peter Dormer in his exhibitions and his books.
A contentious discourse burgeoned in print, in exhibitions,
even broadcasting. Margaret Thatcher had become the first
woman prime minister on May 4th 1979, two days before
Bernard Leach died, and although she had optimistically quoted
St Francis of Assisi on harmony, she actually brought discord,
doubt and despair to many. When she died in April this year
it struck me, however, that harmony and discord underpinned
the manoeuverings of the crafts throughout her premiership
to more fruitful effect than for Britain as a nation.
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Alison Britton’s selection for
The Maker’s Eye, Crafts Council,
London 1981
Back: Pierre Degen, Ben Nicolson
Front from left:
Janice Tchalenko, Jacqueline
Poncelet, Elizabeth Fritsch,
Hans Coper, John Davis,
Andrew Lord, Carol McNicoll,
Michael Rowe
Alison Britton, slab-built
earthenware pot, V&A Collection
1990
Cover of Crafts Jan/Feb 1979
with handmade silver and copper
Box, 29cm high, by Michael Rowe
1978, Craft Council Collection
Cover of first edition of Craig
Raine’s poetry collection 1979

Already by 1981 Alison Britton had described, in The Maker’s
Eye exhibition catalogue, what was going on at the cutting edge:
‘My work may in the future be seen to have belonged to a
“group”… I would say that this group is concerned with the
outer limits of function; where function, or an idea of a possible
function, is crucial, but is just one ingredient in the final presence
of the object, and is not its only motivation.’
Theory and conceptual practice went under the microscope,
with important contributions by men – craftsmen, designers,
architects. I will focus on Michael Rowe, Bernard Tschumi
and Daniel Weil to exemplify a key theoretical shift toward
deconstruction. Michael Rowe, the silversmith who has
influentially taught at the RCA for 30 years, proposed in his works
that ‘form could be generated directly through the geometry
of the object-viewer relationship’. This dynamic, which he had
empirically devised, Rowe noted was identified theoretically by
the perceptual psychologist Rudolf Arnheim. As Rowe says, ‘We
don’t actually see 90 degree right-angles’. Rowe had created what
he calls a ‘visual generator for deconstructing domestic items,
everyday objects we have to hand and see in close proximity.’
Above is the cover of my first issue as Editor and the article was
written by the celebrated poet Christopher Reid, who worked with
me at that time on Crafts before Peter Dormer. The link between
deconstruction in the crafts and literature is made: the same year
‘Martian Poetry’ became a buzzword of literary invention since
the surreal descriptions of everyday things were a feature of both
Reid’s and Craig Raine’s poetry at the time – Raine’s A Martian
Sends a Postcard Home was also published in 1979.
Rowe titled a long series of his works Conditions for Ornament,
to question what decorative art should be in our contemporary
era. By using the phrase in relation to his authoritative works,
Rowe had banished convincingly a seminal view expressed by
the architect Adolf Loos back in 1908, that ornament was morally
bankrupt, wasteful of resources and labour, and formally impure.
His objects created a complex puzzle to assert a new perception,
perhaps also a new attitude, based on the Kantian idea that
intuition and concepts are interdependent; craftwork as
speculative and intellectual as well as embodied and sensual,
a post-Cartesian synthesis.
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Where Rowe says in statements on his work, ‘the use of
projection unlocks the box’s spatiality from the commonplace’
so with buildings, particularly the work of Peter Eisenman, Coop
Himmelbau, Bernard Tschumi and eventually Frank Gehry and
Zaha Hadid. Function is tantalisingly examined and in part
refuted, setting up new environmental and social relationships.

Michael Rowe, Bowl
silver, copper, 22.7cm high
1979, photographed by
Ian Haigh
Details of ‘follies’ by Bernard
Tschumi, Parc de la Villette,
Paris 1984

Craft and architecture are of course both disciplines preoccupied
with the potential of form and architects led the debate on
deconstruction at this time. Libertarian politics,economics
and social structures were fostering experimentation. Bernard
Tschumi recounts in his book Architecture and Disjunction
that the philosopher Jacques Derrida, a major theorist of
deconstruction, had asked : ‘But how could an architect be
interested in deconstruction? After all, deconstruction is
anti-form, anti-heirarchy, anti-structure, the opposite of all that
architecture stands for’ to which Tschumi had replied: ‘Precisely
for this reason!’ The epitome of Tschumi’s thinking is realised
in the still extant Parc de la Villette in Paris, where between
1984 – 87 he designed thirty-five architectural follies in the park.
Tschumi explains these are ‘not for ordered relaxation and
self-indulgence but interactivity and exploration’ in a park which
celebrates science and music as well as green space.

Daniel Weil, Bag Radio
(Made in UK) 21 × 29.7cm
silkscreened transparent vinyl,
radio circuit, speaker, battery
connector 1981
Daniel Weil, Small Door
69.9 × 29.2 × 29cm, plywood,
dyed nylon, steel wire 1985
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In the new
considerations
of function and
everyday things,
it was inevitable
that Duchamp’s
readymades would
be invoked. The Bag
Radio (1981) by the
architect and
designer Daniel Weil is now iconic and its initial ad-hoc
production underlines the difficulty industrial designers then
had in developing careers. This of course benefited the crafts.
The witty deconstructed Small Door radio was immediately
appreciated and bought by Peter Dormer. Here’s the ingenuity
of the work: Daniel Weil recently explained to me that the radio
reverses the idea of a pictorial still life to one of space delineated
by sound. ‘The radio circuitry was purchased directly from
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Robert Venturi and Denise Scott
Brown driving in Los Angeles
1968, Learning from Las Vegas
published 1972
Nigel Coates, London 2066
oil pencil and graphite 2005
NATØ publications 1980s

Roberts’ radio.’ For Weil, an Argentinian, the Roberts radio and
listening to The Archers were the quintessence of Englishness.
He continues: ‘After much pleading I managed to secure ten
virgin circuits so I didn’t have to destroy complete sets. The
radio is on a sloped piece of plywood with instrument-like
control knobs. Sound escapes gravity and it was my hope that
the fabric would be disturbed from its draped precision by the
sound waves. Unfortunately I miscalculated the radio output.’
Weil’s work demonstrates the energetic experimentation of
the era and a relationship with architecture. Weil’s absurdist
companion piece Large Door, for example, was scaled up to
interior size using a real door and larger Sanderson fabric of
the same design. The dramatic shifts in architectural ideology
and professional identity played into the crafts. Nigel Coates
eschewed the deconstructionist direction of his teacher Bernard
Tschumi in favour of Learning from Las Vegas, the eponymous
project and book by the American architects Robert Venturi
and Denise Scott Brown. Coates embraced the revelatory idea
that you could learn from life in a dystopian/utopian desert
nirvana rather than from an investigation of form. A postmodern
dematerialisation supervened deconstruction. The ecstatic
miasma of the urban fabric was then enshrined in NATØ, the
manifesto of the group spearheaded by Coates called Narrative
Architecture Today, symptomatic of the Narrative Turn.
The 1980s thus represented a broadening of expression of my
theme outlined at the start of this lecture – that history, things
and our selves together express and shape the experience of
being human; characterise social interaction; and offer a critique
of a world in flux. This fanning out of the meaning of making was
assisted by an expansion of contexts for viewing
work. Creativity was on the street, in warehouses
and clubs as much as in museums: hi-low spaces
engendered hi-low culture.

Jasper Morrison with his Chairs,
table and light in Crafts No.78
1986
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Craft making becomes a major locus of
interrogating the commonplace. Jasper Morrison’s
carboard chair, utilising the manufacturing
processes of a laundry-box factory, is a seminal
example. The seeds are sown here of Morrison’s
interest in the ‘supernormal’, rationalist design
which makes us appreciate again the ingenuity

of the aforementioned paperclips and aluminium cans,
the archetypes of objects which are routinely overlooked.
The commonplace also embraced an alternative, fantastical
aesthetic: gigantic plastic and paper woven baskets (Lois
Walpole), desks like transformers (Fred Baier), bookbindings like
fantasy worlds (Philip Smith), functioning teapots shaped like
ginger roots (by the American Adrian Saxe, in acknowledgement
of the USA’s high watermark of commodified excess).

Adrian Saxe Untitled Ewer
(A Trolling Drollgasm) 94-267
glazed porcelain, on-glaze lustre,
stoneware base, mixed media
attachments, 35cm high 1994
Fred Baier Dual Quad
Transformer desk 1980
Lois Walpole handwoven and
plywood laundry basket 1980s
Philip Smith bookbinding of
TS Eliot’s 1961 signed copy
of The Waste Land 1980s

Ron Arad concrete stereo
record player 1982

Tom Dixon ‘Victorian’chair,
park railings, coal hole cover,
plumbing components,
flame-cut edges, 101cm high
c.1986
Exhibit from the Institute of
Contemporary Art’s 2013 show
A Journey through London’s
Subculture: 1980s to Now

The Western superfluity of money, consumption
and materialism of the 1980s perhaps inevitably
bred entropy in the world of things. Architects who
couldn’t get commissions for buildings abandoned
Modernist heroism for designer-craft heroism as
rebels: Ron Arad inspired a whole group engaged
in ‘creative salvage’, which Peter Dormer designated
as the New Spirit in Craft and Design in his
eponymous exhibition in 1987. As Arad said: ‘I made my own
career’. The ‘outside’ underworld becomes the ‘inside’ culture
world – craft production of domestic things through bricolage
from the street as companions to the dystopia of JG Ballard’s
writings, Derek Jarman’s films and Ridley Scott’s Bladerunner.
Music and performance integrated with craft.
Tom Dixon’s chair is an emblem of the time: in
the celebration of the ruin, suddenly welding as a
technique offered a different kind of romanticism
(beyond the hymns to bike repair of Robert Pirsig’s
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance of 1974
and Matthew Crawford’s much later encomium to
mechanics The Case for Working with Your Hands,
2010). Dixon played in the band Funkapolitan and brought club
culture into proximity with craft.
London’s scene fostered a febrile creativity across all media,
something the Institute of Contemporary Arts captured in their
recent London show assessing the period’s enduring legacy.
A self-consciousness of personality grew, echoing the Pop
entourage of Andy Warhol. Overleaf is a spread from Crafts
at that time: Leigh Bowery, performance artist and costumierextraordinaire, working with dancer-choreographer Michael
Clark; designer Judy Blame’s crown; Calum Colvin’s prescient
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Yohji Yamamoto
Red Bustle dress 1986
photographed by Nick Knight
Leigh Bowery costumes
Engraving of Marie Antoinette’s
coiffure celebrating France’s
first naval victory over Britain
during the American
revolutionary war
Philip Treacy hat, 1995

photographic collages, a fragmenting of the self and the
environment. Not only was there a democratising of class and
gender issues – which had grown since the 1960s and would
appear again in Grayson Perry’s tapestries some two decades
later – but the atmosphere represented what theorists of
modernity Siegfried Kracauer and Michael Bakhtin had observed
decades before – mass culture and the ecstasy of the
carnivalesque merging, offering an ‘outside’ of the usual class
structures and hierarchy of experiences as ‘inside’ – a fusion
of what constituted the everyday mainstream.
I hope you have noticed the shift in exposition from object
to self, from ambiguous things to ambiguous identities. Craft
is seen to play a key part in this expression of self in a wide
set of creative practices continuing to the present time. NonWestern cultures provide influence and role models, such as
Yohji Yamamoto’s magnificently hybrid evening dress designed
in Japan, while UK milliner Philip Treacy’s hat is an ironic
critique of Marie Antoinette’s unthinking disregard for social
ill – ‘let them eat cake’ – which chillingly reverberated in
Mrs Thatcher’s phrase, ‘there is no such thing as society’.

Spread from Crafts
March / April 1987

Maria Blaisse
Improvisation Foam costume
Polaroid 1987

The androgynous persona pictured by Dutch designer Maria
Blaisse sets up the discourse on the ‘framing’ of identities
and contexts. Essays in Paul Douro’s absorbing anthology
The Rhetoric of the Frame point out that ‘a frame is essentially
construed and therefore fragile: such would be the essence
or truth of the frame’. In the anthology, the late Ernst Gombrich
gave the view that, in painting, there is always ‘seeing the plane
of the picture and what is being depicted at the same time’
– a perception which can be applied to the complexity of craft
works in their three-dimensionality and differing contexts.
Sociologist Michel Foucault, in his important lectures at the
College de France in 1979, emphasises the institutions as frames
– prisons, schools, hospitals, museums. Essentially, the message
is that nothing and no one is outside a frame, but frames can shift,
as this section of my lecture on ‘our selves’ continues to underline.
The body, the individual, the object are perhaps quintessentially
bound together by jewellers. They have been particularly
influential in reframings ever since the designation of work in the
1960s–80s period as the New Jewellery. Ralph Turner and Peter
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Jewellery by:
Gijs Bakker, Otto Kunzli,
Caroline Broadhead,
Peter Hoogenboom

Dormer played key roles as curators and commentators,
alongside notably Helen Drutt in the United States and Paul
Derrez in Holland. Questions of value, both materially and
socially, have also been central debates articulated through
inventive formal experiment. Gijs Bakker and Otto Kunzli, today
the two elder statesman of jewellery, played with expectations
and set up a broader relation to framing the experience of art
– here are two of their iconic provocations. And I would say that
jewellers have persuasively given the living body an animated
social presence, pointing out where the frames need to be reset:
Caroline Broadhead’s nylon woven Veil, in its cage-like form,
elicits association with entrapment of women in multicultural
societies; for Peter Hoogenboom, a Dutchman with African roots,
the heavy porcelain beads echo the currency of slavery.
The re-setting of frames, continually calibrating the perception
and practice of craft in recent decades, is exemplified by
contrasting the ‘realism’ analysed in Peter Dormer’s 1986 essay
‘The Ideal World of Vermeer’s Little Lacemaker’ with the recent
staged photographs of RCA jewellery graduate Maisie
Broadhead. In an echo of the constrained image
of needlewomen in The Subversive Stitch mentioned
earlier, Dormer explains the condition of craft
making as one of service, solace and skill,
a traditionalist kind of mindfulness in the social
and economic order of things.

Jan Vermeer The Lacemaker
Maisie Broadhead
C-type digital print
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By contrast, Broadhead radicalises thinking
about social relations, hierarchies, customs and
behaviours through re-presenting ‘realist’ painting
and its art-historical framing. Using craft processes,
3D prop and set-making, digital photography and
Photoshop for compositional effect, Broadhead
here reconstructs a Vermeer painting, a copy of a copy of layers
of everyday reality for the purposes of critique of perceptions
and social relations. Dormer’s use of Vermeer’s painting as
the central metaphor of his essay and Broadhead’s conceit
both draw attention to the overlooked. Both approaches are
purposeful in their manifestly different ways and both represent
key contributions to outlining the parameters of contemporary
craft practice and conceptions of ‘history in the making’.
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Maisie Broadhead, Happy Union
digital C-type print 2013
Antony Gormley, Field
40,000 clay figures being installed

In the development of craft, Maisie Broadhead’s work is
significant. In his book Readymades, Meaning and the Age
of Consumption (2013), David Banash suggests that in the
20th century there was ‘a metaphorics of collage: fragmenting
operations, the assembly line, science and the avant garde…
in every field it seemed there was a cutting edge fragmenting
old knowledge, reassembling new forms, and profoundly
affecting everyday ife. Perhaps the new edge is the copy’.
This represents evolution of debate in the crafts from collage,
fragments and assemblage to new technologies and the idea
of the copy – in form, production and narrative .
Maisie Broadhead’s work also poses the question for the
crafts as to where we direct our gaze in terms of authenticity,
authorship and authority. Antony Gormley’s Field (various
versions 1991–2004), a work of over 35,000 hand-sized clay
figures made by dozens of amateurs, contributes to our thinking.
This sculpture is indicative of Rosalind Krauss’s analysis in
her seminal essay of 1979, Sculpture in the Expanded Field.
Her re-framing of contemporary sculpture established that
sculpture was neither architecture nor landscape but a
configuration of the two types of space, both space itself and
occupying space. In re-structuring space, as Rowe and Tschumi
had done in different ways, Gormley’s choice of material literally
grounds it in authentic bodily and material experience. Gormley
explains that Field was very deliberately made of clay: ‘it’s direct,
from the earth…clay energised by fire, sensitised by touch and
made conscious by being given eyes. I wanted to work with
people and to make a work about our collective future and our
responsibility for it. I wanted the art to look back at us, its makers
[and later viewers], as if we were responsible – responsible for
the world that it and we were in.’
Gormley’s floor installation entitled Twenty-Four Hours was
a central work in the exhibition The Raw and the Cooked: new
work in clay in Britain which I curated with Alison Britton in
1993. Its title and sympathies are derived from Claude LeviStrauss’s book The Raw and the Cooked (1964), a structuralist
and linguistic account of his anthropological encounter with an
indigenous non-Western peoples, a science of mythology which
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Antony Gormley
Twenty-four Hours
900cm long 1988
Jacqueline Poncelet
Object ‘Against the Wall’
105cm tall 1985
Gillian Lowndes, Hook Figure
loofah, slip 135cm 1991
Lawson Oyekan, Wrapped Pots
earthenware 1992

Rosa Nguyen, Orangutan
lifesize, crank and terracotta
1993
Angus Suttie, Pot
39cm 1989
Crafts Council Collection
Aimee Mullins wearing
Alexander McQueen dress,
Photograph by Nick Knight
first published in
Dazed & Confused
September 1998
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rethought what is ‘raw’ and ‘cooked’, what is apparently ‘primitive’
or ‘civilised’. Our exhibition reviewed the specificities of the
language of ceramics in contemporary socio-cultural contexts to
reveal an expanded field of sensibility and ideas, showing history
in the making in the several inclusive ways I am seeking in this
lecture to reveal as embedded in the crafts.
So Rosa Ngyun’s orangutan stares back at us, showing the close
affinity with a feeling of oppression and speechlessness, part of
craft practices relating to animals which have increased markedly
in recent years (not least Polly Morgan’s taxidermy); Gormley’s
tiny figures bestride the floor in existential, measured repetition;
Jacqui Poncelet’s torsoes, scarified like tattooed non-Western
peoples, represents the ‘body in pieces’, (a contemporary
fragmentation which theorist Linda Nochlin has influentially
explored in art practice); Gillian Lowndes’ Hooked Figure, full of
ambivalence as creature, totem, fetish, body; Lawson Oyekan’s
poignant wrapped handbuilt, wrapped terracotta family of pots
incised with words imagining his Yoruba tribal heritage; and the
stoneware form by Angus Suttie, who died of AIDS, the etiolated
limb here a symbolic embodiment.
Suttie’s ceramics posited
outsider as insider, seeking
the acceptance of AIDS, and
it extends to broader areas
of disablement. Aimee Mullins
is here dressed in a bespoke
design made for her by
Alexander McQueen and
photographed by Nick Knight,
which I included in Only Human,
the millennium exhibition
I curated for the Crafts Council, 1999–2000. Aimee Mullins said:
‘People presume my disability has to do with being an amputee,
but that’s not the case; our insecurities are our disabilities,
and I struggle with those as does everyone’. And here is the
eventually recognised and renowned textile artist Judith Scott,
cared for by her sister, jeweller Joyce Scott, to enable her
creativity to flourish. Whose stitches are subversive today?
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Judith Scott photographed in
1999 by Leon A. Borensztein
with her mixed media work
[also to right]
Nek Chand, details of bricolaged
garden in Chandigargh, India
1950s and ongoing

Clare Twomey Trophy detail,
V&A Museum 2006
Tord Boontje, detail of Happy
Ever After show, Milan 2004

This raises the question as to why so-called Outsider Art has
come ‘inside’ into the mainstream with such critical mass just
now – as The Museum of Everything in London in 2009, the
2013 Venice Biennale and Hayward Gallery’s Alternative Guide
to the Universe underline. It seems to me that the very specific
material qualities, craft processes and compositional approaches
are re-arranging our perceptions in terms of seeing, feeling
and interpreting what’s going on in the world – socially,
politically, environmentally.
The question of environment is an increasingly important
consideration, a re-think of the nature/culture relationship.
A celebrated exemplar is Nek Chand’s garden at Chandigargh
in India, started in the 1950s and continuing to the present, a
protest about Le Corbusier’s new city which displaced countless
villages homes. It speaks not just of our selves but of being
in a garden – nature rather than the museum as a location for
cultural signficance. And where nature is captured inside the
conventional frame, the white cube museum or gallery space,
it can also resist: witness Clare Twomey’s seminal project entitled
Trophy at the Victoria and Albert Museum in 2006.
For one night only, a clay ‘flock’ of 5,000 birds,
manufactured at Wedgwood to Twomey’s
specification, metaphorically flew in but then escaped,
freely removed by visitors. The project anarchically
reversed the raison d’etre of museums as cultivated
frames or ‘fields’ of fixed ‘landmarks’; it questioned
values and collection policies and provoked debate
about collective, public and individual, private
ownership. One further example of nature as ‘inside’
culture is Tord Boontje’s Happy Ever After exhibition
in which his fabrics and furnishings, in colours, textures and
forms, configured the wild animals, trees and vegetation of a
forest. Its watershed impact at the Furniture Fair in Milan in 2004
was precisely because his forest, an apparently unruly, untamed
space, was brought into the white-cube frame. Boontje was
proposing, as if in a reflection of Shakespeare’s play As You
Like It, that a forest is in fact a civilising space for contemplating
the self and one’s daily surroundings in fresh ways.
The engagement with nature and the environment in craft practice
has more recently abandoned the museum and white cube. Glass
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artist Anne Brodie has travelled with scientists on the Antarctic
Survey to sample its material properties and exhibit her findings
through film and artefacts. Lucy Orta’s textile tents, also in
the Antarctic, symbolise a boundary-less assembly, while
her costumes and fabric bonds literally unite groups of people
in communitarian experience, traversing the streets of cities
in a shared, performative agency. In a street event in Marseilles
in 2013, entitled If Culture Hasn’t Answered your Prayers,
RCA graduate Joanne Wardrop aimed to soothe alienated citydwellers. Dressed in the garb of a futurist sect of 2082, she
offered remedies from her portable box of ‘advanced medicinal
technologies’. Like Brodie, bringing craft into union with science,
Wardrop wittily offered all-comers the opportunity to ‘bring
along your physical and metaphysical concerns, your illness or
pain, anxiety or random misfortune, and we will provide for you
a free consultation on how best to implement and activate your
specific cure’.

Anne Brodie in the Antarctic
with her self-made glass furnace
2011
Lucy Orta Nexus Architecture
silkscreened textile, detail of
overall networked group 600 ×
600 × 200cm or 450 × 550 ×
200cm 2001
Joanne Wardrop in Marseilles,
France 2013, dressed as a
futurist ‘Hadidist’ for her street
project with Steve Ounanian

The London home of
Sir John Soane (1753–1837),
now a museum

So the history of making our selves and our
environment evolves within changing frames of
enculturation. We might look to Sir John Soane’s
eighteenth-century house and contents, now
London’s Soane Museum, as the epitome of
Matthew Arnold’s 1869 view of culture as ‘the
best of everything that has been thought or said’.
However, this perception of culture has been overlaid
by post-colonial, if not yet post-Communist, framings
of craft. The Brazilian Adriana Varejao’s transgressive
installations and platters based on traditional
Portuguese ceramics and tiles, explores Brazil’s
experience of Portuguese colonisation, Catholic
oppression, and the recent experience of living
under a dictatorship [overleaf].
The African, physically disabled Yinka Shonibare takes issue
with the colonial view of Africa, whereby the self-confident white
Western upper class subjugated the native population. And at
Tate Modern (2011–12), the Chinese pre-eminent artist Ai Weiwei
asks us all, with his Sunflower Seeds commission of 100 million
apparently identical, in fact hand-glazed porcelain seeds:
‘What does it mean to be an individual in today’s society?
Are we insignificant or powerless unless we act together?
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Adriana Varejao paint/
polyurethane sculpture, Brazil
Yinka Shonibare
Yinka Shonibare
Criminal Conversation (Parasol)
lifesize, fibreglass 2002
Ai Weiwei, Sunflower Seeds
detail, Tate Modern Unilever
Series commission 2011 – 2012

Clockwise from top left:
Magdalena Abakanowicz
80 Backs installation detail,
lifesize, burlap and resin
1976 – 80
Emma Woffenden
Breath version 2, glass 1999
Caroline Broadhead
Back to the Wall, tulle, paint
2003
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What do our increasing desires, materialism and number mean
for society, the environment and the future?’ Now, as artist
craftspeople from the neo-liberal West go to work in Communist
China, the coming years will explore a new chapter in the geopolitics of ‘Made in China’ and cultural/economic exchange.
An equally striking and noticeable re-positioning of framings
is that there has been an Inward Turn in crafts practice, whereby
the profound inner being of our selves is brought to attention
in representational form, often extending into environments
and into performance. The woven and mixed media
monumental works of Polish artist Magdalena
Abakanowicz have set a benchmark since the 1970s.
An animation of the self is key and exemplars include
Caroline Broadhead’s sequence Back to the Wall,
a haunting registration of states of mind, a passage
of maturing experience amongst shadows of light
and dark; Annie Cattrell’s Capacity (2000), a pair of
human lungs in delicately mouth-blown glass, which
poetically explore our physical vulnerability, and Emma
Woffenden’s glass work Breath. Here, the process
of making literally embodies the vicissitudes of human
experience, as Woffenden has described: ‘In a mould-blown piece
the glass is under incredible compression, as if it has a skin
outside and liquid inside…The feeling of sealed, compressed air,
of contraction and expansion is exciting. There is a kind of tension.’
In creative practice, our inner thoughts can also take an
externalised form which encompasses time, space and
memory. Edmund de Waal cites music and poetry, the time-based
scansion of words on lines and notes on staves, as compositional
inspiration to remember and articulate experience. In his ceramic
works, the consciousness of making as meaning is evident
and an architecture of form constructed through repetition
is significant. De Waal’s monumental vitrines are like families
of our selves in a landscape, the glazes of the groupings of
pots and slight inflections of the formal surface subtly altering
our perception – perception which, as Maurice Merleau-Ponty,
John Berger and James Elkins in their varied writings aver
is as much about looking as feeling. Mind, body and place
are unified. Further, psychologist Barbara Stafford’s cognitive
insights pintpoint this in connection with memory: ‘Just as
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Edmund de Waal, Atemwende
solo show, Gagosian Gallery
New York 2013

a place moves, stretched by unconscious action, so too
the varieties of perception are augmented by memory’.
Still thinking about our inner selves, the concluding section
of my talk about history in the making comments on motives
and motivation in craft production and on the symbolism of
craft. The eternal creative question is about what to make and
why, for whom and in what context. It’s not surprising that
craftspeople, as much as any creative people, see the tragicomedy of the ambition.

Clockwise from top left:
Scene from Samuel Beckett’s
1953 play Waiting for Godot
Klara Kristalova, No Rules No
Shame, handbuilt clay 2009
Richard Slee, Camp Futility ,
ceramic solo show Studio
Voltaire, London 2012
Freddie Robins, Anyway 2002
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Samuel Beckett’s character Estragon captures the
essence of this perhaps existential dilemma in the
play Waiting for Godot. The celebrated Swedish
ceramicist Kristina Kristalova seems to embody the
spirit. The knitter Freddie Robins embodies a sense
of aliention through the innovative application of new
technology, as the Danish theorist Louise Mazanti
explains of Robins’ figurative installation Anyway
(2002): ‘The aim was to investigate the aesthetic,
artistic potential of the newest knitting technology,
which is normally applied to fashion and textiles.
The tension between a computerised, automated
and highly mass productive commercial technology
and the strong artistic expression is striking, and
precisely touches on themes of perfection.’ Robins’s witty
thinking is that handicraft is normally flawed and industrial
production perfect, so she explores the assumptions
of production to metaphorical ends.
Richard Slee brings together my themes of history, object and
our selves in Camp Futility, exhibited in his ceramic solo show
at Studio Voltaire in 2012. Slee explained to me:
‘The Moustaches, disembodied nineteenth-century characters,
loom out of the wall next to the static camp fire, Ghosts.
This show was conceived after a Residency at Alfred University,
New York State at the edge of the Rust Belt. It is a commentary
on the mythical pioneering spirit of America and came directly
from a conversation, when I asked what happens to the
unemployed? The answer given was “they move on”.
The true pioneering spirit?’
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Controversial first 3D-printed
gun tested May 2013
Austin, Texas
Tomas Gladzdil Libertiny
Honeycomb Vase made
by 40,000 bees
Detail of Korowai people building
treehouse in Papua New Guinea
2012

The hilarious but mordant humanity inherent in all the above
works is distilled in the potter Hans Coper’s thinking. Coper,
who died in 1981, left barely any written records, but he did
write a brief introduction to the catalogue for his important
1969 exhibition at the Victoria and Albert Museum. An extract
summarises his approach:
‘….Practising a craft with ambiguous reference to purpose and
function one has occasion to face absurdity. More than anything,
somewhat like a demented piano-tuner, one is trying to
approximate a phantom pitch.’
The imperfection of human aspiration and experience is literally
explored ‘in the making’. David Pye gave us the great text on
‘the workmanship of risk’ in The Nature and Art of Workmanship
back in 1968. But how would he describe crafts’ potential today
in the face of the new technology of 3D Printing, which can create
a working firearm, and at the other extreme, production which
requires no human intervention, such as Tomáš Gabzdil Libertiny’s
Honeycomb Vase created naturally during a week in 2007
by 40,000 bees. And what is being done about a particular
workmanship of risk at risk – the threatened making skills
of indigenous populations such as the Korowai tribe making
their spectacular treehouses thirty metres in the air?

Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby
Biocar model, from their solo
show United Micro Kingdoms,
Design Museum 2013
Jeremy Deller, We Sit Starving
Amidst our Gold, Venice Biennale
2013, (detail of painting by Stuart
Sam Hughes of William Morris
casting Roman Abramovic’s
yacht into the lagoon. Photo:
Cristiano Corte © British Council)
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I hope I have shown the dynamics of the
shifting manifestations and interpretations
of recent craft, using a wide-angle lens
to survey an international landscape from
a UK base. Recent museum exhibitions
nationwide have given crafts brilliant new
insights, drawing them in to a frame of
culture which includes science, performing
arts, technology and industry. Looking
intensively at things, and living with them,
as I have been inspired to do, I believe remains at the heart of
significant human experience. In a lecture in 2008. the polymathic
theorist Steve Connor said this about things:
‘When we think about things, we may perhaps also always be
thinking about the kinds of thinking that things are and allow….
A thing apt to embody thought, a thinking thing’.
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Thomas Heatherwick’s
collaborative, interactive
metalwork cauldron unfolds
at the opening ceremony of
the 2012 Olympics, London
on 27th July, 62,000 people
in the stadium and a global
audience of a billion

History in the making is achieved in all its meanings through
symbolic creations. Sherry Turkle, in her book Evocative Objects,
says: ‘ I grew up hoping that objects would connect me to the
world’. At the London Olympics in 2012, the whole world was
connected through a craft object – Thomas Heatherwick’s
cauldron which carried the flame. This was a spectacular feat of
metalworking with its 204 copper petal forms resonantly relating
to each nation of the world. Here was nature within culture.
All outsiders inside. This bringing Together, to use the title of
Richard Sennett’s latest book and theme, is what I have tried
to highlight in the history of making in the crafts.
But the history of making can only continue with the time and
space to think about the creative production of things – and that
happens most purposefully and ambitiously, most critically and
imaginatively, in places of higher education. Lewis Hyde’s book
The Gift published, of course, in 1979, explained that the potency
of sharing crafted things lay not just in the thing itself but in the
gift of talents literally embodied in their making. So here tonight,
I would like to salute all students whom so many of us here
have played a part in educating and to say that if they are now
standing on all the shoulders of us older generations it means
that they can see further than we can – and that, perhaps
especially, is what I mean by history in the making.
Thank you.
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